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Preview of the next episode
EPISODE 42: CHOOSING CRITICAL CULTURAL
CONTENT OVER GRAMMAR WITH DANIEL WOOLSEY
In the month of March, we will be focusing on social justice
and critical perspectives on language teaching to celebrate the
March release of a special issue of Dimension, SCOLT's peer
reviewed journal. In this first of five episodes, Daniel Woolsey gets
us started by showing that we can let go of grammar and
embrace critical cultural content as the core of our classes.
In episode 42, Stacey will interview Daniel Woolsey, an associate
professor of Spanish at a liberal arts college in Michigan who
teaches courses including fourth-semester Spanish and Hispanic
linguistics. Daniel explains that language teachers can focus on
critical cultural content, let go of explicit grammar instruction,
and trust the acquisition process to take place.

Look Back

EP 41: VOCAB LISTS
WITH KARA PARKER AND AC QUINTERO
How do you use vocabulary lists?
With many of us choosing to rely
less on the textbook, are
vocabulary lists still necessary? This
week, Stacey shared some ways
she's experimenting with vocab
lists, and then asked two
experienced teachers about their
practices.

Reactions to Episode 41:

How about you? Do you prefer a
teacher-generated list or a
student-generated list? What sorts
of words should go on a vocab list?
How will students and teachers
interact with the list during the
unit? Check out the episode to
hear Kara and AC's preferences,
then let us know what you prefer!
We'd love to hear from you about
about how you use vocab lists!
Leave a voicemail at (629) 888-3398
or a comment on the episode at
http://weteachlang.com/
2018/02/23/ep-41-withkara-parker-alicia-quintero

Catch Up

Updates from Past Guests & Contributors
Dorie Conlon Perugini
(episode 8) was featured in
her local
paper
advocating
for language
instruction!

Lisa Shepard (episode 14)
wrote a blog post where she
explained how her students
are tracking their proficiency
to make their learning
visible.

